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In multi-slice spiral computed tomography(CT) images interpolation artifacts are present. The
relationship between the x-ray tube rotation angle and these artifacts is demonstrated. A head
phantom was repeatedly scanned with a four-slice CT scanner at different pitch values. Two scans,
made with identical scan parameters, nearly always have different x-ray tube starting angles. Con-
sequently, artifacts appeared differently and residual artifacts appeared when subtractions were
made. We conclude that only if the x-ray tube starting angle is equal for both scans or if a very low
pitch is used, images are highly reproducible. ©2004 American Association of Physicists in Medi-
cine. [DOI: 10.1118/1.1796131]
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I. INTRODUCTION

In spiral computed tomography(CT) image reconstruction
any position the required projections are calculated by i
polating measurements at positions nearby. This proce
generally leads to interpolation artifacts.1,2 The relationship
between the x-ray tube rotation angle and the interpola
artifacts is demonstrated. The artifacts appear different
otherwise identical scans because the x-ray tube rot
angle is not reproducible. For several image processing
niques, like masking and subtraction,3 it is important tha
structures that do not change between the two CT scan
depicted identically. Lack of reproducibility may have ne
tive effects on the quality of the processed images.

II. MATERIALS AND METHODS

A head phantom consisting of a human skull in a synth
material was scanned with a multi-slice CT scanner with
detector channels(Mx8000 Quad, Philips, Best, The Neth
lands). The x-ray tube angle at the start of a spiral CT sca
denoted byc0. This angle, which cannot be chosen by
user, varies from scan to scan. The difference inc0 for a pair
of scans is denoted byDc. In order to obtain a collection o
different values forc0, a series of 16 scans was made w
all adjustable scan parameters kept constant. Series of

were made for pitch 0.375, 0.625, 0.875, 1.25, and 1.75. Fo
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all scans tube voltage 120 kV, collimation 431 mm, scan
length 5.5 mm and tube charge 250 mAs were used. R
structions were made with a voxel size of 0.330.3

FIG. 1. Left column: Cross-sectional subtraction images of the skull p
tom with Dc<0° (window center: 0 HU, window width: 200 HU, FO
1543154 mm2). Central column: same as left column except thatDc
<90°. Right column: cross-sectional images of the small sphere(window
center: 100 HU, window width: 150 HU, FOV 838 mm2). Numbers fo

reach row in the figure represent the pitch value.
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30.5 mm3. For each series subtractions were made o
120 possible combinations of the 16 scans, represent
range of valuesDc. The root mean square(rms) difference
between two CT data sets, denoted byD, was used as
measure for the reproducibility.

Furthermore, a small tungsten carbide sphere(diameter
0.28 mm; New England Miniature Ball Corp; Norfolk, VA),
embedded in a synthetic material, was scanned to qua
the interpolation artifacts present in spiral CT. Reconst
tions of these scans were made with a voxel size of
30.130.1 mm3. Scans with otherc0’s were simulated b
rotating the images around thez axis (with the z axis in the
direction of table movement). The rms differenceD for any
value ofDc was determined by subtracting the original
the rotated images.

III. RESULTS

In Fig. 1 cross-sectional subtraction images of the s
phantom and cross-sectional images of the sphere are s
for three pitch values. ForDc<0° at all pitch values, and fo
Dc<90° at pitch 0.375 the subtraction images showed
tually no differences between two scans. ForDc<90° re-
sidual artifacts appeared at higher pitch values. The
vidual differences in an image pair were on the orde
200 HU, and sometimes twice as high. The CT scans o
sphere showed virtually no artifacts at pitch 0.375. At hig
pitch values windmill artifacts appeared.

In Fig. 2(a) the rms differenceD between two scans of th
skull phantom is given as a function ofDc and pitch. The
maximum of D was found in a broad region aroundDc
=90°. The differenceD increased if the pitch was increas
except for pitch 1.75. In Fig. 2(b) the differenceD between
the images of the sphere is shown. The relationship bet
D and Dc is in reasonable agreement with the relation
found in the skull phantom, depicted in Fig. 2(a).

IV. DISCUSSION

It was found that the x-ray tube starting anglec0 nearly
always differs between two scans. The shape and orien
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of the interpolation artifacts depend on this starting an
and therefore large residual artifacts may appear when
tractions are made.

The measurements of the small sphere allowed for a
quantitative determination of the relation between the e
in the subtractions and the differenceDc. For example, th
local minima ofD at Dc=60°, 120° and 180° for pitch 1.7
appear to be a result of the angle of 60° between the h
dense streaks in the corresponding image.

Reproducible spiral CT scans can be obtained in two
ferent ways. First, one could aim at the same x-ray
angle for both scans. The x-ray tube starting angle, how
is completely unpredictable on our scanner. This has
reported for at least one other scanner as well.4 Moreover, if
two scans with the same x-ray tube starting angle cou
made, even a very small displacement of the patient inz
direction would result inDcÞ0 for the two scans. Altern
tively, a low pitch value can be used. For pitch 0.375
difference between scans is very small and virtually con
for all differences in starting angles. Unfortunately, prac
considerations such as limitations of total scan time o
prohibit such a low pitch value. A possible solution is the
of a multi-slice CT scanner with more detector arrays(16–
64). It is known that these scanners also produce wind
artifacts for larger pitch values.5 However, the pitch valu
can be decreased considerably for the same scan time. T
fore we expect that highly reproducible scans can be m
with these scanners.
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FIG. 2. DifferenceD between a pair o
CT scans as a function ofDc and pitch
(see numbers in figures). (a) Scans o
skull phantom. (b) Scans of sma
sphere.


